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COMPILATION: PhysicsSuccess with ModelingInstruction: what is the reason? 
 
August 2018 
Hello modelers. It is me again, the novice modeler from New Zealand. 
 
As you start your school year, we are heading into the last 1/3 of ours. 
This year I have taught the mechanics unit of modeling to 3 classes of 
16-17 year olds. I would say this is the equivalent to regular physics in 
the US. 
 
Only studying mechanics for the entire year is a huge change from the 
normal here in New Zealand. A typical regular physics class covers 
mechanics for 10 weeks, electricity (DC circuits, electric fields and intro 
to electromag) for 10 weeks and optics (waves and geometric optics) for 10 
weeks. 
 
My colleagues are very vocal in their disagreement to me changing to 
teaching mechanics (through modeling) for 30 weeks. 
 
Exams are coming up, and I am testing with a post-test FCI, and a regular 
quantitative mechanics paper. I am very confident that with modeling 
instruction these students will improve significantly on results I have had 
in the past. 
 
However, arguments that I know I will still have with colleagues are: 
 
1) Is it the modeling instruction that has given me improvements, or simply 
that I spent more time on fewer topics? Would I have had the same 
improvements with just doing far more mechanics quantitative problems with 
all that extra time? 
 
2) Are (the probable) gains in mechanics marks worth not covering more 
material? Or put another way, what is more important, fewer topics with 
more depth or more coverage of topics with less depth? 
 
Does anyone have ideas on these two arguments, or even better, research 
that might answer some of these questions? 
 ---------------------------------------- 
August 8, 2018 
From: Andy Smith, in Colorado Springs 
 
These are great questions, and ones that we must all ask and answer for 
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ourselves (and to our administrations, parents, and students).  The reason 
the Force Concept Inventory exists is that students in university Physics 
classes were answering quantitative questions correctly, but did not have a 
complete understanding of the concepts.  Spending more time with 
quantitative problem solving would not necessarily lead to greater 
conceptual understanding, whereas spending more time on conceptual 
understanding has a positive influence in problem-solving ability.  The 
Modeling legacy site and AMTA websites contain many research articles 
supporting the use of Modeling Instruction. 
 
The second question is a personal judgment, and what is "more important" 
for me might not be for someone else.  Some teachers are adamant that since 
most of the students we see in our classes do not study any more Physics, 
they should be exposed to as many different topics as possible.  My 
judgment was that I would rather have my students really understand and 
retain what we see in class.  My rationale is that I am in the business of 
facilitating learning, and "exposure" is not learning. 
 
One way to quantify worth would be to give your students the same exam as 
the other teachers to see how much was "lost" by not teaching as much 
content.  Ideally, there would be a pre-test for both groups so you could 
see how much growth happened during the year, but that might not be 
possible this year.  Based on my experience, you and your colleagues might 
be surprised at the results. 
 
I taught in California with a state-mandated end of course exam that asked 
questions on a wide range of topics.  I was able to teach the mechanics 
units (not circular motion), a unit of thermodynamics that I put in as an 
extension of the Energy model, and a couple weeks on the basics of waves. 
We did no electricity or magnetism.  A few days before the test, I would 
give the kids the formula sheet they got to use on the test and I would 
tell them what the symbols meant and when you would likely use those 
formulas - but no in-depth instruction or even significant problem-solving 
practice.  My students scored at or above the state average on those 
portions of the test assessing content they had not studied. 
 --------------------------------- 
August 9, 2018 
From: David Ennis, in Connecticut 
Those are questions about Modeling Instruction that really have to be answered.  To answer 
them satisfactorily for ourselves and each other in the modeling community is one thing.  To 
answer them satisfactorily for non-modeling colleagues and administrators is a much higher 
hurdle, because they are unfamiliar with our reference frame. 
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 --------------------------------- 
August 9, 2018 
From: Tim Burgess, a long-time Modeling Workshop leader 
 
1) Is it the modeling instruction that has given me improvements, or 
simply that I spent more time on fewer topics? 
 
I think the data informs us that it is much more than you spent more time 
on the topics.  The interactive nature and discourse management techniques 
will spawn improvement.  My own personal experience is evidence:  I taught 
the AP Physics B course for years (13 or so out of 39).  Prior to modeling 
I have a rate just about the national average (based on SAT projected 
scores) and high enough that administration was not clamoring for my 
replacement. Why? I actually covered fewer topics! I elected to do MUCH 
less E & M and focused on the modeling light units and using modeling 
approaches.  I did wonder that first year that I did modeling in that AP B 
course and had some doubt:  Could these students do better if we cover less 
topics?  The answer was a resounding YES.  Following modeling, AP B scores 
skyrocketed (40% 5's in the last year it was given)  I then realized that 
modeling was the real deal and I was never tentative about it again. 
 
2)  "...what is more important, fewer topics with more depth or more 
coverage of topics with less depth? 
 
The information I offer now is not merely personal.  Sadler & Tai (2000). 
They did a huge study of the impact of pre-college physics experiences on 
college Physics grades.  Using data from 1,933 different students from 
highly esteemed private colleges, state universities and community colleges 
variances in assigned grades were studied using analysis of variance and 
multiple regression models.  The quote from the abstract of that study 
answers your question best: 
 
"*Students who had high school courses that spent more time on fewer 
topics, concepts, problems, and labs performed much better in college than 
those who raced through more content in a textbook-centered course."* 
 
I use this large definitive study in every workshop I teach (mention or 
read).  The research was very well done and stands in stark contrast to the 
musings  on teaching and instruction (see previous posts on this list 
serve) we often endure. 
 
How about dealing with skeptical colleagues?  First of all welcome the 
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skepticism.  They likely have endured the latest "fad" time and time 
again.  If your colleagues are true scientists it will be hard for them to 
refute Sadler & Tai on the topics of content quantity and learning.    If 
you have teacher colleagues who need awareness of this profound study I 
would highly suggest you to print it out and then put it in the 
colleagues/teacher box.  Talk about it with them (that means ask them what 
they think it means).  I am sure you know how important it is to discuss 
ideas prior to appropriating those ideas!   (Note: I have placed my copy of 
the article mentioned here: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yla5hfTGwtaCfJYI8tIGCTIo0nQlRqi3/view 
 
 ------------------------------------- 
August 9, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson, Co-Director, ASU Modeling Instruction Program 
Malcolm Wells' doctoral dissertation shows that it is Modeling Instruction that gives us 
improvements, NOT simply spending more time on fewer topics. Below, I quote excerpts from 
the 1995 publication of Wells, Hestenes, and Swackhamer:  A Modeling Method for High School 
Physics Instruction, Am. J. Phys. 63: 606-619 (1995).  You all read this in your mechanics 
Modeling Workshop. (Download it in pdf at the ASU modeling legacy website: modeling.asu.edu 
. Click on 'research & evaluation'. )   
 
Cooperative Inquiry has become increasingly popular in recent efforts to reform K-12 science 
education, and it is strongly advocated by educational researchers. The term is generally applied 
to any method of instruction with the following characteristics: It is student-centered, activity-
oriented and often laboratory-based; students are actively engaged in investigating real 
phenomena in collaboration with their peers and under guidance by the instructor. Investigations 
are frequently organized into learning cycles by the teacher. All this fairly describes Malcolm's 
method in 1982-83 -- He was ahead of his time in this. 
 
To be more specific about the content of Malcolm's inquiry course: 70% of class time was 
devoted to lab activities, which were either developed by Malcolm or modified from the Harvard 
Project Physics handbook. The lab activities targeted concepts involved in Newton's Laws. 30% 
of class time was devoted to in-class study groups utilizing the PSSC fourth-edition textbook. 
Problems for class and homework were selected from the textbook or designed by Malcolm to 
reinforce and expand on concepts developed in the lab activities. 
 
Modeling Method. Malcolm's method at the close of his doctoral work (1986-87) can be 
described as cooperative inquiry with modeling structure and emphasis. He retained the general 
features of his original cooperative inquiry approach, including all the lab activities, to which he 
again devoted 70% of class time. The instructional difference resided in the systematic emphasis 
on models and modeling. The learning cycle was elaborated into a modeling cycle. Though it 
remained unobtrusive, teacher guidance was strengthened by focusing on a modeling agenda 
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informed by the "misconceptions taxonomy." Consequently, student investigations and 
presentations were more coherently structured. The net result was an increase in the coherence of 
the whole course and its subject. 
 
Traditional Method. The high school teacher who agreed to using his 1986-87 honors physics 
course as a control for comparison with Malcolm's course was well matched to Malcolm in regard 
to age, experience, training and dedication. He utilized a standard textbook (Elements of Physics, 
9th edition). His course consisted of lectures and demonstrations (80% of class time), with 
homework questions and problems selected to reinforce important concepts from lecture and to 
provide practice in problem solving. There was a heavy emphasis on problem solving, with many 
examples worked out in lecture. Lab activities (20% of class time) were designed and/or selected 
to emphasize important concepts from lectures and/or to develop laboratory skills. In short, the 
course was quite traditional. 
 
Comparisons. All three high school courses (inquiry, modeling, traditional) were honors courses 
with about 24 students in each. By prior agreement between the teachers, all three covered the 
same topics in mechanics on nearly the same time line (from early September until mid-March), 
so the total instructional time was the same. 
 
The data in Fig. 1 strongly supports the conclusions that Malcolm's modeling method is a 
considerable improvement over his cooperative inquiry method and clearly superior to the 
traditional method. ... 
 
These results should serve as a warning that the general approach of cooperative learning is not 
likely to improve student learning by itself. Improvement depends critically on the structure of 
the activities and the guidance by the teacher, so much so that, even for a superior teacher like 
Malcolm, results can be greatly improved by careful instructional design. 
 ----------------------------------- 
August 9, 2018 
From: Jane Jackson 
 
In addition, Malcolm Wells' dissertation shows that teachers do NOT have the same 
improvements with just doing far more mechanics quantitative problems. I quote from the 1995 
publication by Wells, Hestenes, and Swackhamer.  -- Jane J 
 
Problem solving. The modeling course was also compared to the traditional course with respect 
to student competency in traditional-type problem solving. For this purpose, a test was 
constructed consisting of 24 mechanics questions and problems from the 1983 NSTA-AAPT 
standardized examination, and 16 questions from PSSC and Harvard Project Physics tests. The 
problems were carefully selected to require some reasoning and some understanding of physics 
concepts, as opposed to being solvable by blind substitution into a formula. In this respect, it 
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could be regarded as a "hard test." Otherwise, physics teachers would regard the test as fairly 
ordinary. 
 
Since the traditional class had far more conventional problem solving practice, it might be 
expected to do better on the test. However, as Fig. 1 shows, Malcolm's modeling class 
outperformed the traditional class by 21%. How could this happen?! 
 
We have a definite answer which we can assert with much more confidence than Malcolm could 
in his thesis, because the result has been replicated many times since and detected with the more 
refined instruments described below. 
 
The lower posttest score on the Mechanics Diagnostic (Fig. 1) means that the traditional class 
has a much weaker grasp of basic Newtonian concepts than the modeling class. In fact, at least 
half the class can be classified as preNewtonian (see discussion of Fig. 3). This means that those 
students are seriously deficient in basic concepts required for effective problem solving. Without 
those concepts, the students are forced to fall back on rote learning and plug-and-chug problem 
solving. Therefore, most of their problem solving practice is a waste of time. Malcolm's approach 
concentrates on a thorough grounding in basic concepts first. Thereafter problem solving skill 
develops more easily and surely. 
 ----------------------------------- 
August 11, 2018 
From: Tim Burgess 
 
I will clarify my previous post because that post may have been 
misunderstood. The modeling approach mechanisms are fully explained in the 
foundational 1995 publication of Wells, Hestenes, and Swackhamer:  A 
Modeling Method for High School Physics Instruction, Am. J. Phys. 63: 
606-619 (1995).  The Sadler and Tai (2000) study is a correlational study 
that yields amazing confirmation of what modeling instruction would 
predict.  The speculations on the reasons for the associations is another 
matter I will not address in this post. 
     In the post I was responding to a novice modeling colleague who is faced 
with persuading non-modeling peers who wonder if spending more time on 
fewer topics is beneficial to the student.  In this situation I proposed 
giving those non-modeling colleagues a copy of that correlational study 
done by non-modelers.  That study clearly confirms the association of less 
topical coverage with greater success in college level physics.  In that 
situation, an article written by known modeling founders could be dismissed 
due to bias (and/or self interest) even prior to knowing the quality of the 
research. 
     I have always used, had my participants read, and we discuss the 
foundational  Wells, Hestenes and Swackhamer (1995) in every mechanics 
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modeling workshop I do.  The teachers at a modeling workshop are there 
precisely for that reason. 
     I understand the speculation that students should do "more 
quantitative" problems is like waving a red cape in front of a bull 
modeler.  Everyone who understands how physics learning actually works in 
the classroom (AKA "modelers") knows that more "quantitative problem 
solving" in fewer topics doing the same thing and thinking the same thing 
means no new learning.  If the problems are discussed and solved in 
multiple ways, if proportionate factors are revealed and reasoned and if 
the student "buys in" to these relationships, then genuine learning and 
valid insights result in better problem solvers. 
     Every one of the conclusions in the correlation study is consistent 
with modeling (though the speculations about association causes were not 
always as laudable).  Those were: 
"● using no textbook at all or reading it less".  The negative correlation 
between reliance on a physics text and poorer performance in college is 
like an oxymoron to most (especially textbook publishers). The modeler is 
totally not surprised because we know that exploration, model deployment, 
student discussion and classroom discourse ALL (at present) require a 
teacher that will facilitate such experiences.  In order for students to 
learn how to reason they must be guided in that reasoning in an interactive 
manner.  Modelers realize that interactive techniques are a must for 
genuine learning.  A textbook is a lecture frozen in ice.  Useful but not 
flexible enough.  I suppose someone is only developing interactive text 
books as I write.  AI may be able to mimic the modeler but I doubt if 
replacement is coming any time soon.  The textbook was never in the running 
to replace the teacher.  I think most of us on this list serve know that. 
"● courses characterized by students as covering a small number of topics 
in great depth (particularly concentrating on mechanics)"   This comes as 
no surprise because all physics modelers make difficult decisions about 
what they will not "cover every year in order to cover in "greater depth." 
"● deemphasizing the solving of qualitative problems in class" This is not a 
statement of correlation but refers to classes where teachers avoided 
quantitative discussion for the sake of students who might be weak in 
mathematical reasoning.  "Modelers" would welcome discussion of 
quantitative AND qualitative aspects of relationships and would not fail to 
discuss whatever challenge emerges during genuine discourse. While there 
may be teachers who avoid quantitative reasoning and focus on qualitative, 
the modeler recognizes that they go hand in hand and should be discussed. 
"● carrying out four labs or fewer each month"  I take this to mean that 
students need to (1) fully understand and discuss the lab prior to 
execution,  (2) carefully execute the lab and even (shudder) do the 
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collection again if they recognize the reason for inappropriately collected 
data, and finally (3) FULLY discuss the labs performed and realizing the 
reason for between-team variations because of clear presentation and 
through analysis.  I know that doing all these things takes 3-7 class days 
(at a minimum).  When I read this study it merely confirmed that spending 
so much time on an experiment was exactly how you develop insight and 
understanding.  I was modeling and this association was exactly what I 
expected (as I went in the other direction....from doing more labs prior to 
modeling to doing fewer labs when I started modeling in the late 1990's). 
"● students with teachers described as of average friendliness or less" 
Well, modeling never told me to be less friendly but it did tell me to focus 
discussion on topics being learned.  Students who finally get to see me 
outside of class are always surprised when they find out I golf, like to 
play cards and love to hike the wilderness for days at a time.  I have had 
some students say "The only thing I thought you did was physics!" 
"● avoiding extensive discussions following demonstrations"  Modeling 
requires thoughtful student analysis and prediction based on some current 
understanding.  Demonstrations are by nature" front end loaded".  When the 
event happens and predictive models are clearly decimated there is, in my 
experience, silence.  Then I offer that we need a "new way to look at 
things" and we move on to developing a better model because the 
demonstration ended the discussion. 
    So the correlation study was not done by modelers but it generated 
correlations that modelers would certainly expect.   I do recognize that 
speculations and suggestions explaining the correlations can be the red 
cape.  I try not to be a bull but I can not help it sometime! 
… 
I saw an ex-student recently who just landed a Physics degree from 
Rhodes College.  I asked for her forgiveness for teaching her the Physics B 
course.  She (Jordan) told me that the modern Physics is what caused her to 
become interested in Physics (my class focused on the photoelectric effect 
then) so the B was a better choice for her than the Mechanics C.  So things 
are not so clear cut.  I always thought the B went too fast too far, but in 
this case that is what was beneficial to persistence in a STEM field (she 
is pursuing research in medical applications). 
     If you have read this far, kudos to you!  Time for me to do some yard 
work.  Lawns are a big deal when you are retired. 


